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NUMA
Non-Uniform Memory Access 

core-to-RAM distance differs 

various interconnect topologies:  
bus, star, ring, hypercube 

more general: 
different access latencies to data 

consider cache latency, shared 
resource contention
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37.420 6.60 · 10−2 1.000
48.405 3.20 · 10−2 1.294
53.223 3.53 · 10−2 1.422
23.555 7.17 · 10−3 1.000
23.976 1.18 · 10−3 1.018
23.976 1.48 · 10−3 1.018

29
21

Daniel Müller: Memory and Thread Management on NUMA Systems, Diploma Thesis, 2013
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NUMA POLICIES

fundamental options: 
migrate thread vs. migrate data 

use performance counters to monitor 

dynamic management shows >10% 
performance benefit compared to best 
static placement
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The Multikernel: A new OS architecture for scalable multicore systems
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Abstract
Commodity computer systems contain more and more
processor cores and exhibit increasingly diverse archi-
tectural tradeo↵s, including memory hierarchies, inter-
connects, instruction sets and variants, and IO configu-
rations. Previous high-performance computing systems
have scaled in specific cases, but the dynamic nature of
modern client and server workloads, coupled with the
impossibility of statically optimizing an OS for all work-
loads and hardware variants pose serious challenges for
operating system structures.

We argue that the challenge of future multicore hard-
ware is best met by embracing the networked nature of
the machine, rethinking OS architecture using ideas from
distributed systems. We investigate a new OS structure,
the multikernel, that treats the machine as a network of
independent cores, assumes no inter-core sharing at the
lowest level, and moves traditional OS functionality to
a distributed system of processes that communicate via
message-passing.

We have implemented a multikernel OS to show that
the approach is promising, and we describe how tradi-
tional scalability problems for operating systems (such
as memory management) can be e↵ectively recast using
messages and can exploit insights from distributed sys-
tems and networking. An evaluation of our prototype on
multicore systems shows that, even on present-day ma-
chines, the performance of a multikernel is comparable
with a conventional OS, and can scale better to support
future hardware.

1 Introduction

Computer hardware is changing and diversifying faster
than system software. A diverse mix of cores, caches, in-
terconnect links, IO devices and accelerators, combined
with increasing core counts, leads to substantial scalabil-
ity and correctness challenges for OS designers.
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Figure 1: The multikernel model.

Such hardware, while in some regards similar to ear-
lier parallel systems, is new in the general-purpose com-
puting domain. We increasingly find multicore systems
in a variety of environments ranging from personal com-
puting platforms to data centers, with workloads that are
less predictable, and often more OS-intensive, than tradi-
tional high-performance computing applications. It is no
longer acceptable (or useful) to tune a general-purpose
OS design for a particular hardware model: the deployed
hardware varies wildly, and optimizations become obso-
lete after a few years when new hardware arrives.

Moreover, these optimizations involve tradeo↵s spe-
cific to hardware parameters such as the cache hierarchy,
the memory consistency model, and relative costs of lo-
cal and remote cache access, and so are not portable be-
tween di↵erent hardware types. Often, they are not even
applicable to future generations of the same architecture.
Typically, because of these di�culties, a scalability prob-
lem must a↵ect a substantial group of users before it will
receive developer attention.

We attribute these engineering di�culties to the ba-
sic structure of a shared-memory kernel with data struc-
tures protected by locks, and in this paper we argue for
rethinking the structure of the OS as a distributed sys-
tem of functional units communicating via explicit mes-

1

Andrew Baumann et al.: The Multikernel: A new OS architecture for scalable multicore systems, 
SOSP 2009
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BARRELFISH

concept: multikernel, 
implementation: Barrelfish 

treat the machine as cores with a network 

no inter-core sharing at the lower levels 

“CPU driver” plus exokernel-ish structure 

traditional OS functionality as a tailored 
distributed system with state replication
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driven by scalability issues of shared 
kernel designs and cache coherence 

this may not be a pressing issue today
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(a) OpenMP conjugate gradient (CG)
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(b) OpenMP 3D fast Fourier transform (FT)
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(c) OpenMP integer sort (IS)
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(d) SPLASH-2 Barnes-Hut
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(e) SPLASH-2 radiosity

Figure 9: Compute-bound workloads on 4⇥4-core AMD (note di↵erent scales on y-axes)

5.3 Compute-bound workloads

In this section we use compute-bound workloads, in the
form of the NAS OpenMP benchmark suite [36] and the
SPLASH-2 parallel application test suite [63], to exercise
shared memory, threads, and scheduling. These bench-
marks perform no IO and few virtual memory operations
but we would expect them to be scalable.

The Barrelfish user-level scheduler supports POSIX-
like threads, and allows processes to share an address
space across multiple cores as in a traditional OS. We
compare applications running under Linux and Barrelfish
on the same hardware, using GCC 4.3.3 as the compiler,
with the GNU GOMP OpenMP runtime on Linux, and
our own implementation over Barrelfish.

Figure 9 shows the results of five applications from the
4⇥4-core AMD machine6. We plot the compute time in
cycles on Barrelfish and Linux, averaged over five runs;
error bars show standard deviation. These benchmarks
do not scale particularly well on either OS, but at least
demonstrate that despite its distributed structure, Bar-
relfish can still support large, shared-address space paral-
lel code with little performance penalty. The di↵erences
we observe are due to our user-space threads library vs.
the Linux in-kernel implementation – for example, Linux
implements barriers using a system call, whereas our li-

6The remaining OpenMP applications depend upon thread-local
storage, which Barrelfish does not yet support.

brary implementation exhibits di↵erent scaling proper-
ties under contention (in Figures 9a and 9c).

5.4 IO workloads
The experiments in this section are designed to exercise
device drivers, interrupts and OS bu↵ering using high-
bandwidth IO, with the aim again of exposing any per-
formance penalty due to the multikernel architecture.

Network throughput

We first measure the UDP throughput of Barrelfish when
communicating over Gigabit Ethernet using an Intel
e1000 card. This exercises DMA, inter-process commu-
nication, networking and scheduling.

Using Barrelfish on the 2⇥4-core Intel machine, we
ran an e1000 driver and a single-core application that lis-
tens on a UDP socket and echos every received packet
back to the sender. The network stack is lwIP [47] linked
as a library in the application’s domain. Receive and
transmit bu↵ers are allocated by lwIP and passed to the
network card driver, which manages the card’s receive
and transmit rings. The two processes communicate over
a URPC channel, allowing us to vary the placement of
the driver and client on cores.

We use two load generators, also with e1000 NICs,
running Linux and the ipbench daemon [71], which gen-
erates UDP tra�c at a configurable rate and measures the

15
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Figure 4: Spectrum of sharing and locking disciplines.

C++ libraries [41] and the X10 parallel programming
language [16]. As the need for multicore programming
environments at the user level becomes more pressing,
we expect tools like these to support a message-passing
abstraction will become widespread.

2.7 Discussion
The architecture of future computers is far from clear but
two trends are evident: rising core counts and increasing
hardware diversity, both between cores within a machine,
and between systems with varying interconnect topolo-
gies and performance tradeo↵s.

This upheaval in hardware has important conse-
quences for a monolithic OS that shares data structures
across cores. These systems perform a delicate balancing
act between processor cache size, the likely contention
and latency to access main memory, and the complex-
ity and overheads of the cache-coherence protocol. The
irony is that hardware is now changing faster than soft-
ware, and the e↵ort required to evolve such operating
systems to perform well on new hardware is becoming
prohibitive.

Increasing system and interconnect diversity, as well
as core heterogeneity, will prevent developers from opti-
mizing shared memory structures at a source-code level.
Sun Niagara and Intel Nehalem or AMD Opteron sys-
tems, for example, already require completely di↵er-
ent optimizations, and future system software will have
to adapt its communication patterns and mechanisms at
runtime to the collection of hardware at hand. It seems
likely that future general-purpose systems will have lim-
ited support for hardware cache coherence, or drop it en-
tirely in favor of a message-passing model. An OS that
can exploit native message-passing would be the natural
fit for such a design.

We believe that now is the time to reconsider how the
OS should be restructured to not merely cope with the
next generation of hardware, but e�ciently exploit it.
Furthermore, rather than evolving an inherently shared-
memory model of OS structure to deal with complex
tradeo↵s and limited sharing, we take the opposite ap-
proach: design and reason about the OS as a distributed,
non-shared system, and then employ sharing to optimize
the model where appropriate.

Figure 4 depicts a spectrum of sharing and locking
disciplines. Traditional operating systems, such as Win-
dows and variants of Unix, have evolved from designs

at the far left of the continuum towards finer-grained
locking and more replication. These changes have been
driven by hardware developments that exposed scalabil-
ity bottlenecks, particularly the adoption of multiple pro-
cessors in commodity PCs. Mainstream OSes are cur-
rently moving towards the center, where several “hot”
data structures are partitioned or replicated across cores.
Research systems take this even further with mechanisms
like clustered objects that improve the locality of parti-
tioned data [24]. In contrast, we propose an OS archi-
tecture positioned at the extreme right of the spectrum,
where all state is replicated by default and consistency is
maintained using agreement protocols.

3 The multikernel model

In this section we present our OS architecture for het-
erogeneous multicore machines, which we call the mul-
tikernel model. In a nutshell, we structure the OS as a
distributed system of cores that communicate using mes-
sages and share no memory (Figure 1). The multikernel
model is guided by three design principles:

1. Make all inter-core communication explicit.

2. Make OS structure hardware-neutral.

3. View state as replicated instead of shared.

These principles allow the OS to benefit from the
distributed systems approach to gain improved per-
formance, natural support for hardware heterogeneity,
greater modularity, and the ability to reuse algorithms
developed for distributed systems.

After discussing the principles in detail below, in Sec-
tion 4 we explore the implications of these principles by
describing the implementation of Barrelfish, a new oper-
ating system based on the multikernel model.

3.1 Make inter-core communication ex-
plicit

Within a multikernel OS, all inter-core communication
is performed using explicit messages. A corollary is that
no memory is shared between the code running on each
core, except for that used for messaging channels. As
we have seen, using messages to access or update state
rapidly becomes more e�cient than shared-memory ac-
cess as the number of cache-lines involved increases. We
can expect such e↵ects to become more pronounced in
the future. Note that this does not preclude applications
sharing memory between cores (see Section 4.8), only
that the OS design itself does not rely on it.

Explicit communication patterns facilitate reasoning
about the use of the system interconnect. In contrast

5
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Figure 4. OS and application clients executing on the fos-microkernel

fos is a full featured operating system which provides many ser-
vices to applications such as resource multiplexing, management
of system resources such as cores, memory, and input-output de-
vices, abstraction layers such as file-systems and networking, and
application communication primitives. In fos, this functionality is
provided by the OS layer. The OS layer is composed of fleets of
function specific servers. Each operating system function is pro-
vided by one or more servers. Each server of the same type is a
part of a function specific fleet. Naturally there are differing fleets
for different functions. For instance there is a fleet which manages
physical memory allocation, a fleet which manages the file system
access, and a fleet which manages process scheduling and layout.
Each server executes solely on a dedicated processor core. Servers
communicate only via the messaging interface provided by the mi-
crokernel layer.
In fos, an application executes on one or more cores. Within

an application, communication can be achieved via shared memory
communication or messaging. While coherent shared memory may
be inherently unscalable in the large, in a small application, it can
be quite useful. This is why fos provides the ability for applications
to have shared memory if the underlying hardware supports it. The
OS layer does not internally utilize shared memory, but rather uti-
lizes explicit message based communication. When an application
requires OS services, the underlying communication mechanism is
via microkernel messaging. While messaging is used as the com-
munication mechanism, a more traditional system call interface is
exposed to the application writer. A small translation library is used
to turn system calls into messages from application to an OS layer
server.
Applications and OS layer servers act as peers. They all run un-

der the fos-microkernel and communicate via the fos-microkernel
messaging API. The fos-microkernel does not differentiate between
applications and OS layer servers executing under it. The code ex-
ecuting on a single core under the fos-microkernel is called an fos
client. Figure 4 has a conceptual model of applications and the OS
layer, as implemented by fleets of servers, executing on top of the
microkernel. As can be seen from the figure, fos concentrates on
spatial allocation of resources over time multiplexing of resources.
In high core count environments, the problem of scheduling turns
from one of time slicing to one of spatial layout of executing pro-
cesses.

3.2.1 Microkernel Messaging

The key service provided by the fos-microkernel to microkernel
clients is that of a reliable messaging layer. Each fos-microkernel
client can allocate a large number of receive mailboxes via which
it can receive messages. Clients can attach symbolic names to their
receive mailboxes and publish these names such that other clients
can find published services. Namespace can be protected to prevent
clients from stealing namespace from privileged service names. fos
clients send messages to named mailboxes. The fos-microkernel
manages the reliable transport and enqueuing of messages into the
receiving mailbox. If a receive mailbox is full, the sending client
send call returns an error.
In addition to transport of messages, the fos-microkernel main-

tains a cache of name mapping. By using a cache based system, the
fos-microkernel can provide fast name lookups and a large names-
pace at the same time. The fos-microkernel delegates destination
look-up to the name server fleet (running in the OS layer) which
maintains the canonical mailbox name to physical core and mail-
box directory. Utilizing a name server allows for redirection of
mailboxes if a client changes physical location. The name server
also provides a one-to-many mapping function allowing multiple
clients to implement the same service in a server pool manner. This
enables a fleet of servers to implement the same function and allow
applications to access them via one known name. For one-to-many
mappings, the name server can choose a particular server instance
based off of physical proximity or load balancing. Also, the name
server can be used to provide fault resilience as broken servers can
be steered away from when a fault is detected. fos is primarily fo-
cused on scalability and not fault tolerance. To that end, on-chip
communications are considered to be reliable, but if a fault is de-
tected corrective actions are taken.
Figure 5 diagrams an example file system access. 1: An applica-

tion calls read which calls the message proxy library. 2: The mes-
sage proxy library constructs a message to the file system service.
3: The message proxy library calls the fos-microkernel to send the
message. 4: The fos-microkernel looks up the physical destination
in name cache. 5: The fos-microkernels transport the message to
the destination via on-chip networks or shared memory. 6: The re-
ceive microkernel deposits message in the file system server’s re-
quest mailbox. 7: The file system server processes the request. 8:
The file system server returns data to the message proxy library re-
ceive mailbox via a message which follows a similar return path. 9:

David Wentzlaff, Anant Agarwal: Factored Operating Systems (fos): The Case for a Scalable 
Operating System for Multicores, SIGOPS OSR 2009
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Figure 5. Message walkthrough of an example application file
system access.

The message proxy library unpackages the response message and
returns data to the application.

3.2.2 Microkernel to OS Layer Delegation

The fos-microkernel is designed to delegate functionality to the
OS layer in several situations. One example is the naming service
maintained in the OS layer, but the fos-microkernel needs to access
this information to route messages. While this may seem to cause
cyclic dependencies, the fos-microkernel and delegated clients have
been designed with this in mind. The fos-microkernel and delegated
client communicate via microkernel messaging. In order to prevent
dependency cycles, the fos-microkernel knows the physical loca-
tion of the delegated to client tasks. Also, delegated to client tasks
are not dependent on microkernel services which they ultimately
provide. Example delegated services are the name server service
and the privilege service.
The privilege service is implemented as a fleet of servers in the

OS layer. The fos-microkernel requests privilege information from
the delegated to privilege manager servers and caches the informa-
tion inside of the microkernel in a read only manner. Occasionally
privileges change and the privilege manager messages the micro-
kernel notifying the microkernel to invalidate the appropriate stale
privilege information. In order for the privilege manager to run as a
fos-microkernel client, the fos-microkernel affords privilege man-
ager servers static privileges, so that a privilege fixed point can be
reached.

3.2.3 Structure of a Server

fos’s servers are inspired by Internet servers. The typical server is
designed to process an inbound queue of requests and is transaction-
oriented. A transaction consists of a request sent to a server, the
server performing some action, and a reply being sent. Most fos
servers are designed to use stateless protocols like many Internet
services. This means that each request encodes all of the needed
data to complete a transaction and the server itself does not need
to store data for multiple transactions in sequence. By structuring
servers as transaction-oriented stateless processes, server design is
much simplified. Also, scalability and robustness is improved as
requests can be routed by the name server to differing servers in
the same server fleet.
Programming difficulty of a typical server is also reduced be-

cause each server processes a transaction to completion without the
possibility of interruption. Thus local locking is not required to pre-
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Figure 6. The main runloop for a server.

vent multiple server threads from attempting to concurrently update
memory. Some transactions may require a long latency operation to
occur, such as accessing I/O or messaging another server. When a
long latency operation does occur, a server constructs a continua-
tion for the current transaction, which is stored locally. The contin-
uation is restarted when a response from the long latency operation
is received.
Servers are structured to process two inbound mailboxes. One

for new requests and one for responses. The server prioritizes
responses over requests. Servers do not preempt transactions, but
rather use a cooperative model. Figure 6 shows the typical control
flow of a server. Servers are designed to acquire all resources
needed to complete a transaction before a transaction creates a
continuation and yields to the next transaction. By doing so, servers
can be designed without local locking.

3.3 Comparison to Traditional OS’s

In this section we evaluate the design of fos to see how it tackles
the scalability challenges set forth in Section 2. The first challenge
that traditional operating systems face is their utilization of locks
to protect access to data which is shared amongst multiple threads.
fos approaches the lock problem with a multipronged approach.

First, fos is an inherently message passing operating system, there-
fore there are no shared memory locks between cores. Second,
fos servers are constructed in a non-preemptive manner. Only one
thread is ever executing on a server and the server chooses where,
when, and if it should yield when a long latency operation occurs.
The server writer chooses the yield locations, thus if the data is
consistent, no locks are needed. In fos, if a lock is absolutely nec-
essary, hardware locking instructions are not used as servers are not
preempted.
In fos, servers can be used as lock managers. While this is possi-

ble, the message passing nature of fos discourages this usage model
by making programming in this manner difficult. If lock managers
are used, the OS designer is able to add more lock management
resources explicitly rather than relying on the underlying shared
memory system and exclusive operations provided by the hard-
ware.
Applications and the operating system have largely different

working sets. To address this problem and avoid implicitly shar-
ing hardware structures such as caches and translation lookaside
buffers (TLBs), fos executes the operating system on separate pro-

David Wentzlaff, Anant Agarwal: Factored Operating Systems (fos): The Case for a Scalable 
Operating System for Multicores, SIGOPS OSR 2009
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Edouard Bugnion, Scott Devine, Kinshuk Govil, Mendel Rosenblum: Disco: Running Commodity 
Operating Systems on Scalable Multiprocessors, ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, 1997

DISCO
Overview

Source: [BDGR97]

IOS - Multiprocessors slide 11
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Edouard Bugnion, Scott Devine, Kinshuk Govil, Mendel Rosenblum: Disco: Running Commodity 
Operating Systems on Scalable Multiprocessors, ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, 1997

DISCO
Memory Management

Source: [BDGR97]

IOS - Multiprocessors slide 13
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Edouard Bugnion, Scott Devine, Kinshuk Govil, Mendel Rosenblum: Disco: Running Commodity 
Operating Systems on Scalable Multiprocessors, ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, 1997

As a result, all read-only pages can be shared between virtual machines.
Although this reduces the memory footprint, this may adversely affect data
locality as most sharers will access the page remotely. However, Disco’s
page replication policy selectively replicates the few “hot” pages that suffer
the most cache misses. Pages are therefore shared whenever possible and
replicated only when necessary to improve performance.

4.3 Running Commodity Operating Systems

The “commodity” operating system we run on Disco is IRIX, a UNIX SVR4-
based operating system from Silicon Graphics. Disco is however indepen-
dent of any specific operating system, and we plan to support others such
as Windows NT and Linux.

In their support for portability, modern operating systems present a
hardware abstraction level (HAL) that allows the operating system to be
effectively “ported” to run on new platforms. Typically the HAL of modern
operating systems changes with each new version of a machine while the
rest of the system can remain unchanged. Our experience has been that
relatively small changes to the HAL can reduce the overhead of virtualiza-
tion and improve resource usage.

Most of the changes made in IRIX were part of the HAL.2 All of the
changes were simple enough that they are unlikely to introduce a bug in
the software and did not require a detailed understanding of the internals
of IRIX. Although we performed these changes at the source level as a
matter of convenience, many of them were simple enough to be performed
using binary translation or augmentation techniques.

4.3.1 Necessary Changes for MIPS Architecture. Virtual processors
running in supervisor mode cannot efficiently access the KSEG0 segment of
the MIPS virtual address space that always bypasses the TLB. Unfortu-

2Unlike other operating systems, IRIX does not contain a documented HAL interface. In this
article, the HAL includes all the platform- and processor-specific procedures of the operating
system.

Fig. 5. Example of transparent sharing of pages over NFS.

428 • Edouard Bugnion et al.

ACM Transactions on Computer Systems, Vol. 15, No. 4, November 1997.
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motivated by increasing core counts but 
badly scaling operating systems 

increase system utilization by co-locating 
multiple badly scaling systems 

allow for future better scaling systems 

employ the opportunities of cache-
coherent shared memory instead of 
dogmatizing the share-nothing kernel

23
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THE HOLY GRAIL
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THE HOLY GRAIL
what we want: 
some unifying runtime / OS service on 
top of non-cache-coherent hardware 

OS service: distributed shared memory? 

runtimes from HPC (Charm++, X10) or 
cloud computing (MapReduce, Dryad)? 

distributed-systems-on-chip? 

still ongoing research
25
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THE HOLY GRAIL
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GPUS TODAY
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GPUS TODAY
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HELIOS

idea: heterogeneous ISA systems need 
some kind of compiler support 

ISA-specific kernels: “satellite kernels” 

provide uniform OS abstractions 

memory management, scheduling 

bootstrap: first kernel becomes 
coordinator, boots other cores

29
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HELIOS
share-nothing, even on ccNUMA 

processes cannot span across kernels 

implementation based on Singularity 

applications compiled to intermediate 
code 

2nd stage compilation to native code of 
all available ISAs at install time 

placement based on affinity hints
30
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HELIOS

31

HELIOS
Placement Example

Source: [NHM 09]

IOS - Multiprocessors slide 51

Edmund B. Nightingale et al.: Helios: Heterogeneous Multiprocessing with Satellite Kernels, 
SOSP 2009
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HELIOS
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ISA-MIGRATION
general solution 

transform memory state 

transition control flow between versions 

modify compiler to keep memory state 
architecture-independent 

runtime stack transformation 

binary translation up to next function call

33
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ISA-MIGRATION
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Figure 3. Performance (without binary translation) vs. migration
frequency when migrating back and forth between an ARM core
and a MIPS core.

quantifies the additional cost of binary translation). The straight
line in the graph represents the performance if no migration occurs,
and accounts only for the overhead of compilation for migratabil-
ity. The line below that shows performance when migrations occur.
When migrations happen every 10 milliseconds or less the effect on
performance is significant. But above 10 milliseconds, performance
remains above 95%, as compilation cost dominates migration over-
head. The other two lines will be discussed in the next section.

8.3 Frequency of Potential Migration Points
In a system without binary translation, we would have to postpone
migrations until the next function call is encountered. Even with
binary translation, the latency to reach the next function call site
is important because it determines how many instructions must
be executed by our binary translator, which incur a performance
overhead.

The distribution of function calls is highly irregular. During
some phases of execution, function calls are frequent; in other
phases, calls are much less frequent. Consequently, the average
time between calls and the median time between calls are poor
metrics for evaluating call frequency. Instead, we select as our
metric the expected time to transformation (ETTT). This is the
average time (measured in dynamic instructions) until the next call
site is reached from any randomly-selected point in execution.

Figure 4 (first two bars) shows the ETTT for each benchmark.
From this graph it is clear that call frequency varies dramatically
across benchmarks. Among the ARM binaries, on one end of the
spectrum is vpr where, on average, one must wait only 84 dynamic
instructions until the next possible transformation opportunity. On

the other end of the spectrum is mcf where, on average, one must
wait over 48 million instructions until the next possible transfor-
mation opportunity. For seven of the ten benchmarks, the ETTT is
under 130,000 dynamic instructions; but for bzip2, crafty, and mcf
the ETTT is much higher.

One way to increase the frequency of migration opportunities is
to add more function calls. The long gaps between calls result from
long-running loops that do not contain any function calls (or have
had their function calls inlined). We modify GCC to inject dummy
function calls (calls to an empty function that returns immediately)
into loops. We experiment with two loop selection policies follow-
ing two simple heuristics: inject dummy calls in outermost loops
and inject dummy calls in second-innermost loops (parents of in-
nermost loops). We never select innermost loops because the per-
formance impact is too severe [11].

The impact on ETTT of these policies is shown in the last four
bars in Figure 4. For the three benchmarks with the longest ETTT,
inserting function calls in outermost loops dramatically improves
call frequency. For example, in the MIPS binaries, the ETTT for
bzip2 drops from over 19 million to about 3.1 million dynamic
instructions; for gap, the ETTT drops from about 7.4 million to
about 4 million dynamic instructions; and mcf sees its ETTT re-
duced from almost 60 million to under 200,000 dynamic instruc-
tions. Using the second loop selection policy (second-innermost)
results in only marginal gains—most benchmarks only see a slight
decrease in ETTT. Bzip2 is an exception, dropping by a factor of
7.9 on ARM and 4.5 on MIPS.

The additional transformation opportunities that these changes
bring comes at the cost of performance. Injecting dummy calls
adds instructions that do not do any useful work and may inter-
fere with some compiler optimizations. Performance drops 1.4%
on ARM and 4.7% on MIPS when dummy calls are added to out-
ermost loops for all applications. When calls are added to second-
innermost loops, performance drops 2.3% on ARM and 5.4% on
MIPS. For some programs (ones with infrequent calls) the per-
formance degradation may be justified if the migration policy de-
mands it. Note that if we assume the compiler is smart enough to
only apply dummy calls for applications that need them, the cost
would be significantly lower.

The two lowest bars in Figure 3 show the performance of code
compiled with dummy calls inserted. Migration overhead is the
same, but due to the additional compilation costs, performance
is lower at every migration frequency. If migration never occurs,
performance remains below 95%.

For the results in the next section, we do not assume the
presence of dummy procedures calls. This preserves some non-
migration performance, but produces very conservative, worst-case
numbers for expected binary translation overhead.

Figure 4. The expected time to the next call, under three situations: no dummy calls have been added, dummy calls to outermost loops have
been added, and dummy calls to second-innermost loops have been added.

Matthew DeVuyst, Ashish Venkat, Dean M. Tullsen: Execution Migration in a Heterogeneous-ISA 
Chip Multiprocessor, ASPLOS 2012
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SUMMARY
scalability approaches tend to move the 
problem upwards into runtimes and apps 

various microkernel-like approaches 

solutions from distributed systems 

today’s challenge: heterogeneity 

compilation as an OS primitive 

future challenge: reconfigurable hardware
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